


DJ $ID  
 
(About DJ $ID aka Zyro) 

 

DJ $ID (Zyro), started his music journey 6 years back , He is the personification of all 

that's cool  without being over the top and all that's classy without being ostentatious!  

Times have moved on and zyro has moved well ahead of them. Within a short span of 4 

year. He continues to ride high at the pinnacle of the modern dance movement both as a 

DJ and, more importantly, a (electronic dance music) producer. 

 

Also its been a quite a while he is been working  with bollywood's no1 Dj (DJ NYK) &  as 

well as performed along with Nawed khan (Kings of speed) Powered by submerge 2014  

&  Steve duda  (Bacardi together mix) (Bhubnaeswar) .  Also he has done a opening act 

for sunburn 2013 reload tour along with (Nds & blue), Sunburn Campus  along with 

Nucleya   &  Performed with (Nikhil chinnapa) vh1 Supersonic 101 campus (XIMB) 

(Bhubnaeswar) . He is also been a part of Vh1 Club india tour performed in many cities 

like (kolkata , Bangalore , Hyderabad , Bhubnaeswar). 

 

 



Also  peformed at :   

          

         *  TAP , Juhu , Mumbai 

 

         *  TMC , The Music Café , Raipur                     

 

         *  May fair lagoon (10 Downing street) ,  Raipur . 

                                    

         *  HHI, underground, Hotel Hindustan international , pune.  

                      

         *  YOYO club  , Andheri (W)  , Mumbai. 

                           

         *  ACQUa  ,  Andheri (W)  ,  Mumbai. 

                                 

         *  Desire the lounge , Pal heights , Bhubnaeswar  

                                  

         *  Nook  Nightlife  (Discotheque) Kurla  ,  Mumbai  

 

 

 



 *  One lounge , Koregoan park , Pune . 

                                    

 *  Club Albii , colaba , Mumbai .  

                      

 *  The park  Lounge & Bar , Belapur  , Navi mumbai . 

   

 *  Sunburn campus (KIIT UNIVERSITY) , Bhubnaeswar. 

 

 *  VH1 Supersonic 101 Campus (XIMB) , Bhubnaeswar. 

 

 *  Sunburn Reload  India Tour 2013 (Pal heights) , Bhubnaeswar . 

 

 *  Vh1 Club India Tour 2014  (Kolkata , Hyderabad , Bhubnaeswar). 

  

 *  Club on the Roof , (Hotel Presidency) , Bhubnaeswar .  

   

 

   

                           

   



 

Zyro as  an  electronic  music  producer  as well as a  bootleg  artist  has never  buckled  himself  to any 

particular  genre  alone.  Even  way  before  his production  had conquered  the globe's  dance  floors ,  

 

Zyro  is  mainly  skilled  in with  ambient  ,  progressive  house ,  electro  house , trap , euro  trance 

productions  ,  dubstep   and   even  drum  and  bass .  He  has  also  worked   for   international  record  

labels  like  mantide   records   (France)  ,  west  drift  records  (uk) ,  dirt  lies & audio recordings  (uk) , 

Audiophilie  (Belgium)  Leading  record s  (Mexico) .  Its  been  quite  a  while he is been  experimenting 

on some new  sounds  to create  super  melodies  and  vibes  which  makes  people  to rave &  groove  to 

the  beats. 

 

 



His indefatigable  spirit to constantly  discover new  and  enthralling  music  for  his  listeners,  coupled  with his 

vibrant  energy  and  an  enviable  ear for first-rate  music,  have ensured  that  the force  of  this  passion  of  his 

life is conveyed to one and all.  

 

Zyro will  provide the best  exclusive charts  of  edm  , bollywood , dutch  house , dubstep including originals . 

 Don't  forget to check out his creations mentioned in below attachments . 

 

JOIN HIS OFFICIAL PAGE HERE         : https://www.facebook.com/OFFICIALZYRO/ 

CHECK OUT HIS CREATIONS HERE  :  https://soundcloud.com/officialzyro 

JOIN HIM AT MIX CLOUD                      :   https://www.mixcloud.com/zyro-official/ 

FOLLOW HIM ON BEATPORT               :  http://dj.beatport.com/dj-id 

 

For  bookings  mail  at :  imran@pearlentertainment.in or  zyrosidharth@gmail.com 

Artist  Manager  :  +91 7045942506 (Imran Raz) 
 

 

http://www.facebook.com/djsidcreations


                   (Flyers & events) 

































   ( ZYRO NIT UNIVERSITY)  



   ( ZYRO XIMB COLLEGE)  






